It is instructive to consider what an explosive growth there has been in the development of light sources using synchrotron radiation. This is well illustrated by the list of facilities given in Table I of hundreds of milliamperes and multihour lifetimes. The x-ray ring of NSLS at Brookhaven is now also coming into operation. This machine has not yet achieved the currents and lifetimes that are ultimately expected, but the small emittances that are supposed to be a feature of this machine appear to be realized, and a vigorous research program can now begin there. In the VUV region, the NSLS machine has been supporting a large research program for about two years. We will hear later in this session about the very successful operation of another machine in the same general VUV parameter range, BESSY in West Berlin. This machine is characterized by an excellent level of engineering; their fault reports for one year in their annual report [1] are all on one page! This is the only machine the author has ever seen that runs without operators in the control room. We will also hear in this session about the excellent work on undulator harmonic production at ACO in Orsay. [2] The Orsay group must surely also hold the lifetime record with observation of sixty hours lifetime for a high current positron beam in DCI. It must be nice to start an experiment on Monday and still be taking data on the same fill on Thursday. We have never had reports to these conferences on the work being done in the USSR on synchrotron radiation. We know, however, that a number of interesting programs are in place. [3] The VEPP-2M and VEPP 3 machines at Novosibirsk are now completely dedicated to synchrotron radiation research. The VEPP 3 machine, in particular, has parameters which make it quite comparable to the SRS, PF and NSLS-x-ray rings. It, indeed, supports research programs of about forty groups from all regions of the Soviet Union. Like its counterparts in other parts of the world, the facility supports research ranging over all subjects from solid state physics to the bio-chemico-physical problem of how muscle tissue converts chemical energy into mechanical energy. VEPP 4 is still primarly used for colliding beam physics but x-rays from special beam crossing dipoles are available with energies up to 100 kev.
Mention has been made of the low emittance of the NSLS X-ray ring. In fact, if one looks at the emittance column of the Another problem is orbit position stability which has more severe requirements than for other accelerator applications. It has been necessary at SSRL and Hasylab, [11] for example, to use dynamic feedback based on actual detectors of the x-ray spot positions. This is straightforward in principle but can be difficult in practice to avoid coupling among the many beam lines.
We must also mention that a large number of the machines in operation have begun to utilize wigglers and undulators to generate special spectral features. These have been generally successful and the problems of incorporating them into the machine lattices have turned out to be tractable. This bodes well for future operation of such devices in existing machines as well as for new machines which will be especially designed to exploit such sources.
The author hopes that some of the challenge and the excitement of this branch of accelerator development can be grasped from these short comments. He wishes to thank directors and staff of a number of facilities who have kindly provided information which has been included, and he wishes to apologize for many equally interestisng items that were not included because of limits of time and
